The original longitude challenge was the talk of London's coffeehouses. In the eighteenth century, Britain was a maritime power striving against Spain and the Netherlands to rule the waves. Many ships were wrecked because there was no way to keep precise track of longitude.
Astronomers believed that the answer would come from the stars. John Harrison, a working-class joiner and clockmaker with little formal education, came closest to receiving the reward money through his extraordinary mechanical talent and determination, culminating in his H4, the marine chronometer still on display at the Royal Observatory in London.
In the subsequent 300 years, the 'challenge prize' concept has been widely emulated -for instance, a prize was the stimulus for Charles Lindbergh's first transatlantic flight. In the United States, the publicly funded Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has sponsored competitions for driverless vehicles. The total investment by contestants -private entrepreneurs and universities -has been much more than the $6.5 million offered in prizes. Pre-eminent in such ventures in the United States is the X-prize Foundation in Culver City, California, which oversees and monitors privately sponsored prizes. Its ambition is to revitalize markets that are currently "stuck due to existing failures or a commonly held belief that a solution is not possible". The first X-prize, for privately developed sub-orbital space flight, was awarded in 2004.
This type of prize has advantages over more conventional awards. The winner is decided objectively -as in athletics, and unlike the Oscars and literary prizes. And such prizes recognize and boost upand-coming talent -unlike the Nobel and similar prizes, for which recognition may be delayed for decades.
The original Board of Longitude lasted more than a century, and offered rewards for further discoveries and innovations. It was, in a way, the precursor of Britain's current Research Councils, Technology Strategy Boards, and so on. No longer is there a manifest numberone problem as there was in the eighteenth century. Today's research agenda is hugely more diverse and on a much larger scale; both public and private sectors provide many incentives and pathways to innovation that did not then exist. WORLD VIEWA personal take on events
